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Introduction to the AIHA Ergonomic Toolkit

To reduce the occurrence of work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs), practitioners need to be able to effectively assess the risk in jobs and tasks. When many safety and health professionals begin working in the field of ergonomics, they assume there is one method, model, or tool that will permit them to assess all jobs. However, such a tool does not exist. Instead, there are many tools that can and should be used to assess the risk of WMSDs.

Practitioners—whether they are industrial hygienists, safety professionals, or ergonomists—frequently need guidance to assess the risk. Members of the AIHA Ergonomics Committee set out to help by developing the first “toolkit” in 2007. This resource was a compilation of several risk assessment tools commonly used by practitioners. It included information such as the tool developers, risk factors and regions of the body considered, and type of tasks that could be analyzed with the tool. In that version, tools had to be free to the public and require minimal equipment. There was no judgment of whether a tool was “good” or not, but validation studies were cited.

Since then, the Toolkit has been expanded to include more international tools and more recently developed tools. As we taught workshops about the different risk assessment tools, it became obvious that a practitioner often needed tool selection guidance. Therefore, we developed a flow chart to illustrate how and why we chose specific tools to analyze a given job. Note that we do not mean to imply that this is the only way to choose a tool, but it is the one we use. We apply a two-tier approach: identifying where a problem is likely to exist with a quick “survey” tool or tools followed by a more precise analysis method that focuses on a problematic task or tasks.

We recommend that the person(s) performing the risk assessment familiarize themselves with the job and its component tasks prior to choosing a tool or tools. Some tools will only apply in particular situations, such as heavy computer use or lifting. Some tools are good for “quick and dirty” survey evaluations when a large number of jobs must be assessed to determine if and where problems exist. The downside is usually a lack of precision. Other tools may be more precise and give more guidance but require a substantial time investment (in training and/or use). Often, multiple tools may be required to assess a complex job.

This new 2023 version of the AIHA Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit includes information on 26 tools as well as the Tool Selection Flow Chart and electronic versions of almost all the tools. It also includes a new section discussing some assessment tools that may require more equipment and/or expertise. The Toolkit is a living document and will evolve with the science and research methods. We are looking forward to translation of the Toolkit into several different languages, including Arabic and Mandarin (thank you to the Foundation for Professional Ergonomics for supporting this endeavor) and an update to the Spanish version (thank you faculty and students at the University of Puerto Rico). We must also thank all the developers of these tools—without their hard work, this Toolkit wouldn’t exist!

We urge those interested in physical ergonomics to look through ALL the tools. There may be tools with which you are not familiar. They may be new or may have been developed in another part of the world. Surveys by Patrick Dempsey, Raymond McGorry, Wayne Maynard, Brian Lowe, and Evan Jones. have shown that even experienced ergonomists choose the tools with which they are most familiar instead of looking for new tools that may be more suitable for their application.

We hope this latest version of the Toolkit will be valuable for everyone in our field.

Susan E. Kotowski, PhD, CPE and Sheree L. Gibson, PE, CPE
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Glossary of Terms

Asymmetry: The amount of angular displacement from the sagittally symmetric position, typically measured in degrees.

Cycle Time: The amount of time it takes to complete a specific task from start to finish.

Duration: The amount of time it takes to do something. Can be used to describe the length of a physical exertion, time spent in a particular posture, time to complete a specific task, and so forth.

Force: Amount of effort exerted during a movement or action. May be expressed as a quantitative measurement or in relation to strength [e.g., %MVC (Maximum Voluntary Contraction)].

Frequency: The rate at which something occurs in a given period of time.

Height of Origin of Load: Vertical distance from the ground to the middle of the load or hand location at the start of an exertion.

Height of Destination of Load: Vertical distance from the ground to the middle of the load or hand location at the end of the exertion.

Height of Lift or Lower: The difference between the height of origin of load and the height of destination of load, also known as “vertical distance.”

Horizontal Distance: Horizontal length between the spine (typically the L5/S1 vertebral level) and the middle of the hands, measured parallel to the ground. Also known as “distance from the body” or “moment arm.”

Qualitative Assessment Tool: A tool that assesses the quality of a factor based on perception (e.g., difficulty of task, level of exertion).

Quantitative Assessment Tool: A tool that assesses the quantity of a factor based on measurement (e.g., a count, distance, weight, etc.).

Recovery Time: Amount of rest time between exertions or movements.

Repetition: The recurrence of a movement or exertion.

Rest: The time between muscle exertions.

Weight of Load: The mass of an object—its heaviness—measured using a scale.
Glossary of Acronyms

ACGIH: American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
AIHA: American Industrial Hygiene Association
BWC: Bureau of Workers’ Compensation
NIOSH: National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
NORA: National Occupational Research Agenda
OSHA: Occupational Safety and Health Administration
OSU: The Ohio State University
TLV: Threshold Limit Value
WMSDs: Work-Related Musculoskeletal Disorders
Ergonomic Assessment Tools in the Toolkit

Whole Body Screening Tools (Qualitative Tools)
OSHA Screening Tool
Washington State’s Caution Zone
Washington State’s Hazard Zone

Whole Body Assessment Tools (Semi-Quantitative)
PLIBEL
Quick Ergonomic Checklist (QEC)
Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA)
Rodgers Muscle Fatigue Assessment

Office Work Assessment Tools
OSHA Computer Workstation Checklist
Rapid Office Strain Assessment (ROSA)

Upper Limb Assessment Tool (Semi-Quantitative)
Distal Upper Extremity Tool (DUET)
Occupational Repetitive Action Index (OCRA)
Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA)

Upper Limb Assessment Tools (Quantitative)
ACGIH® TLV® for Hand Activity Level
ACGIH® TLV® for Hand-Arm Vibration
Revised Strain Index
The Shoulder Tool

Lifting Assessments (Qualitative)
ACGIH® TLV® for Lifting

Lifting Assessments (Semi-Quantitative)
Liberty Mutual Manual Material Handling Equations/
Washington State (WISHA) Lifting Calculator

Lifting Assessments (Quantitative)
BWC/OSU Lifting Guidelines
BWC/OSU One-Handed Lifting and Lowering Guidelines
LiFFT (Lifting Fatigue Failure Tool)
Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation (1991)
The Shoulder Tool
Utah Back Compressive Force Model

Push/Pull Assessments
BWC/OSU Push/Pull Guidelines
Liberty Mutual Manual Material Handling Equations
The Shoulder Tool

* Please note, all website links were working at the time of publication of this version of the Toolkit. Given that the linked documents are hosted externally, it is possible they will change over time.
Choosing a Risk Assessment Tool or Tools

MSD risk assessments are typically done for a few reasons:

- To identify tasks or jobs that are causing problems such as injuries or employee complaints,
- To determine the causes of the problem, then
- To develop feasible solutions; or
- To determine a baseline risk assessment for future comparison

When choosing a risk assessment tool, the goal is to fit the tool to the application. There are many assessment tools. Some require a major investment of time, equipment, and expertise. Others can be performed more quickly but may not provide enough precision and documented validity for the application. Still others may not be the best choice because they omit a risk factor that is a significant issue on the job being analyzed. Balancing time and precision can sometimes be challenging. The goal is to provide a valid assessment but avoid “paralysis by analysis”. Industrial settings are not research laboratories. In most cases, interfering with production must be minimized and industrial workers are generally less tolerant as test subjects. Often, a less precise assessment tool is sufficient to solve the problem. In industry, the analysis is NOT the point of the exercise—the solution is.

We recommend using a multi-step approach to assessments:

1) Observation of the job
   a. Watch the employee(s) perform the job
   b. Develop a list of tasks performed
   c. Look for nuances such as pacing, timing, one-off tasks, and problems with particular tasks
   d. Identify extremes of postures, motions, or forces
   e. Ask the employees questions about the job such as problem tasks or other issues

2) Measurement of critical factors
   a) Video the job, if possible, to make it easier to slow down or freeze actions for more accurate analysis
   b) Use a scale and/or force gauge to measure weights and forces
   c) Use a tape measure to determine relevant distances and heights
   d) Use a stopwatch or timer on video to measure repetition rate, time spent in awkward postures, recovery time, etc.
   e) Use a protractor or goniometer to measure angles of deviation from neutral postures

3) Make a preliminary assessment of activities and risk factors of significance based on observation of work (whether in person or on video)
   a) Note what kind of activities are being performed (i.e., manual material handling, upper extremity repetitive tasks)
b) Note which risk factors are likely to need assessment (e.g., vibration, posture, force)

c) Referring to the flow chart, perform a preliminary assessment such as the OSHA Ergonomic Assessment Checklist, the Quick Ergonomic Checklist, or the Washington State Caution or Hazard Zone Checks

4) If the preliminary assessment does not indicate a potential problem, repeat the assessment with another tool. If the second tool does not indicate a problem, there is probably low risk for the general population. That does not mean an individual or even a select group may not have a problem. If that is the case, try to determine why they are having a problem. It may be that they have a pre-existing condition, a weakness in a muscle group, or insufficient training or they may be anthropometrically mismatched (e.g., shorter, taller, less flexible) compared to the population for which a job is designed. In these cases, it may be possible to accommodate the person by adjusting the fit or providing more training.

5) If one or more of the tools indicate there is a problem, it is often advisable to try to assess the level of risk with a more precise, more quantitative tool.* The job may need to be broken into its task elements (i.e., pushing/pulling, lifting, repetitive upper extremity exertions, forceful upper extremity exertions, hand/arm vibration exposure) for the purposes of the assessment. For example, a job may have manual material handling tasks AND repetitive upper extremity tasks. These tasks will require separate analyses.

6) Complete the analysis or analyses. Brainstorm solutions with the affected employees. Repeat the assessment for the proposed controls to compare their effectiveness in reducing the risk. Choose a control or controls. Implement them and then repeat the assessment after a short period of time to ensure the theoretical risk reduction is real. Survey the employees to determine if further improvements need to be made.

* In some cases, a preliminary analysis such as Rapid Office Strain Assessment or the OSHA Computer Workstation Checklist may be sufficient to define the controls needed.
Flow Chart for Ergonomic Tool Selection (Full Version)

NOTE: This flow chart is designed to show the user all assessments included in this Toolkit under each category of assessment.

The order in which they are listed is NOT meant to imply order of priority or preference.
Break the job into tasks to be evaluated one at a time

Choose from the following preliminary assessments to determine if a risk is present:

- OSHA Screening Tool
- PLIBEL
- Quick Ergonomic Checklist (QEC)
- Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA)
- Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA)
- Rodger’s Muscle Fatigue Assessment

Washington State Caution Zone

Office Work

Washington State Hazard Zone

OSHA Computer Workstation Checklist

Rapid Office Strain Assessment (ROSA)

Is a risk identified?

No

No immediate action required

Yes

A more in-depth finite risk analysis is needed, choose a tool based on the primary risk factors:

(continued on next page)
A more in-depth finite risk analysis is needed, choose a tool based on the primary risk factors:

- Pushing or Pulling
  - Liberty Mutual Manual Material Handling Equations
  - ACGIH® TLV® for Screening for Lifting
  - The Shoulder Tool
  - BWC/OSU Push/Pull Guidelines
  - LIFT Index Fatigue Failure Tool (LIFT)
  - NiOSH Revised Lifting Equation

- Lifting or Lowering
  - Liberty Mutual Manual Material Handling Equations
  - The Shoulder Tool
  - Washington State Lifting Calculator
  - BWC/OSU One-Handed Lifting Guidelines

- Upper Extremity Task
  - ACGIH® TLV® for Hand Activity Level
  - Utah Back Compressive Force Model

- Repetitive Action
  - Revised Strain Index

- Force
  - Revised Strain Index

- Vibration
  - ACGIH® TLV® for Hand Arm Vibration

Is a risk identified?

- Yes
  - Implement corrective action plan
  - Wait, reassess job

- No
  - No immediate action required, continue to monitor job
ACGIH® TLV® for Hand Activity Level

**Purpose:**
To provide a basic general tool that may be used by the health and safety professional to determine job safety as it pertains to the repetitive motion, force exertion, rest/recovery period, and work demands placed on the hand region during hand-intensive work

**Developed By:**
TLV adopted by American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH)

**Developed When:**
Updated: 2018
Original: 2002

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Repetition, duration, force, hand/wrist posture, rest and recovery

**Body Regions Considered:**
Hands, wrists, forearms, and elbows

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Single-task jobs performed for longer than 4 hours per day. For jobs with multiple tasks, time-weighted averaging may be applied. Seated or standing dynamic hand activities

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Static hand activities and activities requiring body regions other than hands

**Limitations:**
Limited to stress on the hand; does not consider vibration or contact stress

**Inputs:**
Repetitiveness of hand exertions, force exerted by hands

**Outputs:**
Comparison of hand activity to the threshold limit value (TLV) and action limit (AL) for hand activity. Work should not be above the TLV. If work is above the AL, consider general controls, surveillance, training, postures, contact stress, cold, and vibration.

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Professionals trained in ergonomics and general users

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
2 hours

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**


Electronic Version: https://health.usf.edu/publichealth/tbernard/~/media/86E38C07C414414E852414EDED0EF1C89.ashx

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:


Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Any task that requires hand and finger manipulation

Is Tool Copyrighted:
Yes

Instructional or Supplemental Information:

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
None

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
<30 minutes (although 8 hours of data are needed to get the TLV)
Purpose:
To provide recommendations for hand-arm vibration exposure limits through a combination of frequency-weighted, RMS, component accelerations, and vibration exposure duration

Developed By:
TLV adopted by American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) with reference to ISO 5349 and ANSI S2.70-2006

Developed When:
Updated: 2017
Original: 1984

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Vibration

Body Regions Considered:
Hands, arms, shoulders

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Jobs requiring hand-held vibrating tools

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
Whole body vibration jobs and jobs without vibration

Limitations:
Limited to hand vibration; ignores other MSD risk factors

Inputs:
Cycle time, orthogonal components of vibration provided transducer

Outputs:
Comparison of hand activity to the threshold limit value (TLV) and action limit (AL) for hand vibration

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
Professionals trained in ergonomics, above a novice

Minimum Amount of Training:
2–4 hours

A high level of training and expertise are required to identify vector directions, install lightweight measurement transducer, properly use low-pass mechanical filter, and interpret results, including frequency weightings of vibration and advanced mathematic calculations.

Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:
None currently found in the literature

Electronic Version:
https://health.usf.edu/publichealth/tbernard/~/media/238A893ED97B448C96D9DC83B02DDA38.ashx


Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:


Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Grinding, sanding, chipping, drilling, sawing, production using vibrating or power hand tools, and regular use of vibrating hand tools

Is Tool Copyrighted:
Yes

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
ISO 5349 and ANSI S2.70-2006 both describe how to measure and evaluate human exposure to hand-transmitted vibration.


Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Small and lightweight transducer mounted to accurately record one or more orthogonal components of source vibration in the 5–1,500 Hz range

Frequency-weighted filter network needed for human response measuring

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
30 minutes to 1 hour (although 8 hours of data are needed to get the TLV)
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

ACGIH® TLV® for Lifting

Purpose:
To identify the appropriate and safe weight to lift for different conditions based on lift frequencies, durations, and object placement

Developed By:
TLV adopted by American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH)

Developed When:
Updated: 2020
Original: 1995

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Lift frequencies, lift duration, height of lift, and horizontal distance; awkward postures, overhead postures, one-hand lifting, unstable loads, and environmental conditions (high heat and humidity)

Body Regions Considered:
Low back

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Lifting of objects in any type of industries

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
Non-lifting manual material handling tasks, sitting work

Limitations:
Weight-based; focused on pure lifting conditions only (e.g., mono-lifting); under TLV, no health risk is assumed

Inputs:
Weight of load, height of origin and destination of load, distance of load from body, frequency of lifting, duration of lifting

Outputs:
Comparison of the threshold limit value (TLV) for lifting

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
Health professionals with a basic understanding of ergonomics and general users

Minimum Amount of Training:
1–2 hours

Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:
Unknown

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

Electronic Version:
https://health.usf.edu/publichealth/tbernard/~media/22413F58A2344344AAC40D6C7F1B45BB.ashx

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Virtually all industries where jobs are isolated to lifting

Is Tool Copyrighted:
Yes

Instructional or Supplemental Information:

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Scale, tape measure, and stopwatch

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
<1 hour (although 8 hours of data are needed to get the TLV)
ACGIH® TLV® for Upper Limb Localized Fatigue

Purpose:
To identify the appropriate hand forces and duty cycles that can be applied repeatedly that will not lead to upper limb musculoskeletal fatigue in most healthy workers

Developed By:
TLV adopted by American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH)

Developed When:
2018

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Hand forces applied during repetitive work and duration of work that those forces are applied. Can be inverted to estimate required recovery time for hand exertions.

Body Regions Considered:
Hands, wrists, forearms, elbows, and shoulders

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Jobs involving hand-intensive work performed for 2 or more hours per day

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
Tasks that do not involve repetitive or forceful hand exertions or tasks that involve static postures

Limitations:
Hand forces normalized to strength in relevant posture; should not be applied for static exertions applied for more than 20 minutes; applies to duty cycles between 0.5% and 90%

Inputs:
Forces applied by the hand, duty cycle (percentage of total work cycle that force is applied by the hand)

Outputs:
Comparison to the threshold limit value (TLV) for upper limb localized fatigue

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
Health professionals with an understanding of ergonomics

Minimum Amount of Training:
Reviewing the TLV guide (<1 hour)

Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:
Unknown

Electronic Version:
Unknown
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

**Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:**
All industries where jobs involve hand-intensive, repetitive work. Not relevant for jobs with static upper extremity postures.

**Is Tool Copyrighted:**
Yes

**Instructional or Supplemental Information:**

**Equipment Needed to Use Tool:**
Force gauges, stopwatch, video camera

**Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:**
<1 hour (although 8 hours of data are needed to get the TLV)
BWC/OSU Lifting Guidelines

**Purpose:**
Classify risk for low back injury associated with lifting based on health status, vertical lift origin, reach distance, asymmetry, and object weight

**Developed By:**
The Ohio State University (OSU) Spine Research Institute in collaboration with Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation (BWC)

**Developed When:**
2020

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Lifting

**Body Regions Considered:**
Low back

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Lifting with stable loads

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Lowering, one-handed lifting, seated or kneeling tasks, lifting unstable objects

**Limitations:**
Risk limits not validated outside allowable range of inputs for vertical lift origin, reach distance, or object weight; cannot predict injuries to individual operators; does not account for individual risk factors, including gender or age

**Inputs:**
Health status (healthy or low back disorder), vertical lift origin (floor, knee, waist, shoulder level), horizontal reach (≤ 12 inches, between 12 and 24 inches), trunk-twisting angle (≤ 30°, between 30° and 60°, between 60° and 90°)

**Outputs:**
Green (low)/yellow (medium)/red (high) risk of injury ranking

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Novice to expert

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
<1 hour

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**
None currently found in the literature

**Electronic Version:**
Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
All industries for which one-handed lifting is performed

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Scale and tape measure

Time Required To Analyze a Typical Job:
<30 minutes
BWC/OSU One-Handed Lifting Guidelines

Purpose:
Classify risk for low back injury associated with one-handed lifting and lowering tasks based on inputs of vertical height, reach distance, asymmetry, object weight, and lift/lower frequency.

Developed By:
The Ohio State University (OSU) Spine Research Institute in collaboration with Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation (BWC).

Developed When:
2020

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Lifting/lowering, repetition, spinal loading.

Body Regions Considered:
Low back.

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
One-handed lifting and lowering with stable loads.

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
Two-handed lifting/lowering, one-handed lifting/lowering across the body, seated or kneeling tasks, lifting/lowering unstable objects.

Limitations:
Risk limits not validated outside allowable range of inputs for vertical height, reach distance, or object weight; cannot predict injuries to individual operators; does not account for individual risk factors, including gender, age, or medical history.

Inputs:
Vertical height of lift origin/lift destination (cm), reach distance (40–70 cm), asymmetry (0–90 degrees), object weight (0–11.5 kg), lift/lower frequency (0.2–15 per minute).

Outputs:
Green/yellow/red ranking, corresponding to safe for 80% or more of working population, safe for 50–80% of working population, and safe for <50% of working population, respectively.

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
Novice to expert.

Minimum Amount of Training:
<1 hour.

Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:
None currently found in the literature.
Electronic Version:

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
All industries for which one-handed lifting is performed

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Scale and tape measure

Time Required To Analyze a Typical Job:
<30 minutes
BWC/OSU Push/Pull Guidelines

Purpose:
Classify the biomechanically determined risk for low back injury associated with occupational pushing and pulling tasks based on inputs of push/pull force, hand height, and exertion type

Developed By:
The Ohio State University (OSU) Spine Research Institute in collaboration with Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation (BWC)

Developed When:
2018

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Push/pull forces, spinal loading

Body Regions Considered:
Low back

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Manual handling (straight and turning push/pull exertions), other static/dynamic push/pull tasks

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
Turning push/pull exertions where hands are not centered on the object being turned, turning push/pull exertions with very narrow or wide hand widths (<12 inches or >36 inches)

Limitations:
Guidelines were developed to be protective of the low back only (i.e., no shoulders); for turning, assumes hands are centered on the object being turned and are spaced at approximately shoulder-width; guidelines do not include a frequency component or task duration

Inputs:
Action (pull with 1 hand, pull with 2 hands, push with 2 hands), type of exertion (straight/turning), hand height (32–48 inches), hand width (12–36 inches, turning only), measured push/pull force (lbf.)

Outputs:
Green/yellow/red ranking, corresponding to safe for 80% or more of working population, safe for 50–80% of working population, and safe for <50% of working population, respectively

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
Novice to expert

Minimum Amount of Training:
<1 hour

Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:
None currently found in the literature

Electronic Version:
**Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:**


**Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:**
All industries

**Is Tool Copyrighted:**
No

**Instructional or Supplemental Information:**

**Equipment Needed to Use Tool:**
Hand dynamometer/force gauge, and measuring tape

**Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:**
<30 minutes
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

Distal Upper Extremity Tool (DUET)

**Purpose:**
To assess the risk of distal upper extremity disorders associated with hand-intensive jobs. Designed to assess “daily dose” of distal upper extremity exposure—tool designed to assess multiple tasks and will identify tasks that are responsible for highest proportion of risk.

**Developed By:**
Sean Gallagher, Mark C. Schall, Jr., Richard Sesek, and Rong Huangfu (Auburn University)

**Developed When:**
2016

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Force, repetition

**Body Regions Considered:**
Distal upper extremity

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Hand-intensive tasks

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Lifting, shoulder-intensive tasks

**Limitations:**
Does not currently account for risk due to personal characteristics

**Inputs:**
Rating of perceived exertion (OMNI-RES scale), repetitions (per day)

**Outputs:**
Provides cumulative damage and related probability of upper extremity outcome

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Practitioners, researchers

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
Tool is fairly intuitive and requires as little as 15–20 minutes of training

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation:**
Gallagher et al. (2018) provide concurrent validation with a cross-sectional study (Sesek, 1999). Dose-response relationships were demonstrated between the tool’s Cumulative Damage measure and five separate distal upper extremity outcomes.

**Electronic Version:**
http://duet.pythonanywhere.com
Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:


Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Multiple

Is Tool Copyrighted:
Yes, but freely available at website provided above

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
Instructions available at website provided above

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
None, other than perhaps a stopwatch

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
~15 minutes
Liberty Mutual Manual Material Handling (LM-MMH) Equations

(formally known as the Liberty Mutual Psychophysical Tables)

Purpose:
To provide guidance for manual material handling tasks

Developed By:

Developed When:
Updated: 2021

Original tables:
1978–1991

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Force, posture, frequency, gender

Body Regions Considered:
Whole body

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Manual material handling (lifting, lowering, pushing, pulling)

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
Repetitive task jobs except manual material handling

Limitations:
Based on psychophysical ratings of industrial work groups, not strength or probability of injury

Inputs:
Varies by task type (lift/lower/push/pull/carry): coupling, lift frequency, object weight, start/end hand height, start/end hand distance, initial/sustained force, horizontal distance

Outputs:
Percentage of population capable (male and female)

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
Novice to expert

Minimum Amount of Training:
1–2 hours
Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:


Electronic Version:

ErgoValuator™ (iPhone app, available 7/1/2021)

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:


**Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:**
All industries

**Is Tool Copyrighted:**
Yes

**Instructional or Supplemental Information:**
https://libertymmhtables.libertymutual.com/instructions
https://libertymmhtables.libertymutual.com/interpreting-results
https://libertymmhtables.libertymutual.com/cautions

**Equipment Needed to Use Tool:**
Measuring tape, stopwatch, scale

**Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:**
<1 hour
Lifting Fatigue Failure Tool (LiFFT)

**Purpose:**
To assess low back disorder risk associated with manual lifting and lowering tasks. Designed to assess “daily dose” of low back exposure—tool designed to assess multiple tasks and will identify tasks that are responsible for highest proportion of risk.

**Developed By:**
Sean Gallagher, Richard Sesek, Mark C. Schall, Jr., and Rong Huangfu (Auburn University)

**Developed When:**
2016

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Force (load moment), repetition

**Body regions considered:**
Low back

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Manual lifting and lowering tasks

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Carrying

**Limitations:**
Does not currently account for risk due to personal characteristics; does not assess carrying tasks

**Inputs:**
Load weight, peak horizontal distance from low back to center of load, repetition

**Outputs:**
Provides probability that the job is high risk. A “High Risk Job” is defined as a job experiencing 12+ injuries per 200,000 hours worked, as defined by Marras et al. (1993).

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Practitioners, researchers

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
<1 hour

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation:**
Gallagher et al. (2017) provide concurrent validation with two separate cross-sectional epidemiology studies (Zurada et al., 1997; Sesek, 1999). Dose-response relationships were demonstrated between the tool's Cumulative Damage measure and low back outcomes in both epidemiology studies.

**Electronic Version:**
http://lifft.pythonanywhere.com
Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Warehousing, manufacturing, any sector with MMH

Is Tool Copyrighted:
Yes, but freely available at website provided above

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
Instructions available at website provided above

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Tape measure

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
Depends on number of lifting tasks performed in the job. However, the analysis of individual tasks can often be done in a couple of minutes.

References:
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Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation (1991) (RNLE)

Purpose:
To provide an easy-to-use and simple job analysis tool to control overexertion injuries associated with manual material handling and lifting

Developed By:
Tom Waters, Vern Putz-Anderson, Arun Garg
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

Developed When:
1991–1993

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Lifting force, posture, repetition, duration

Body Regions Considered:
Low back

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Two-hand lifting and lowering with stable loads

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
Repetitive non-lifting tasks, static lifting tasks, lifting tasks with high acceleration or extremely fast movements, seated tasks

Lifting and lowering:
- with one hand
- for tasks lasting over 8 hours
- while seated or kneeling
- in a restricted workspace
- unstable objects
- while carrying/pushing or pulling
- with wheelbarrows or shovels
- with high-speed motion (faster than about 30 inches/second)
- with unreasonable foot/floor coupling (<0.4 coefficient of friction between the sole and the floor)
- in an unfavorable environment [i.e., temperature significantly outside 66–79°F (19–26°C) range; relative humidity outside 35–50% range]

Limitations:
Does not factor in whole body vibration, direct trauma to the back, or non-lifting MSD hazards; cannot predict injuries to individual operators; does not account for individual risk factors, including gender, age, or medical history
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

**Inputs:**
Horizontal reach distance, vertical distances, frequency of lifts, coupling, asymmetry, task duration, weight of object

**Outputs:**
Recommended weight limit and Lift Index

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Professionals trained in ergonomics and general users

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
2–4 hours

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**

**Electronic Version:**


[https://health.usf.edu/publichealth/tbernard/ergotools](https://health.usf.edu/publichealth/tbernard/ergotools) (click on “Back” and then scroll down)


Free NIOSH Lifting Equations Apps are available for both Apple and Android Devices. Search “NLE Calc” for the version developed by NIOSH or “NIOSH Lifting Equation” for other versions from other parties.

*For jobs made up of multiple lifting tasks, please utilize the NIOSH Variable Lifting Index (VLI): [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4937352/](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4937352/)

**Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:**

**Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:**
Package sorting and handling, package delivery, beverage delivery, assembly work, production jobs with forceful exertions, stationary lifting, etc.

**Is Tool Copyrighted:**
No

**Instructional or Supplemental Information:**


**Equipment Needed to Use Tool:**
Scale, tape measure, and protractor

**Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:**
<1 hour
**Occupational Repetitive Action Index (OCRA)**

**Purpose:**
To provide a measurement tool that quantifies the relationship between the daily number of actions actually performed by the upper limbs in repetitive tasks and the corresponding number of recommended actions

**Developed by:**
Enrico Occhipinti and Daniela Colombini

**Developed When:**
1996

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Repetitiveness, force, awkward posture and movements, and lack of recovery time

**Body Regions Considered:**
Upper limbs

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Repetitive tasks where upper limbs are the majority used to handle materials

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Jobs where considerable risk is inherent due to use of the lower extremities

**Limitations:**
Tool cannot predict risk associated with vibration or contact stress or disorders of the shoulder, neck, or back

**Inputs:**
Shift duration, task duration, number and duration of rest breaks, number of dynamic and static durations, upper extremity postures and duration, force, impact, pacing

**Outputs:**
OCRA Score

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Professionals trained in ergonomics

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
8 hours

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**
None currently found in the literature

**Electronic Version:**
http://www.epmresearch.org/a57_free-software-in-english.html
- Scroll down the page to find multiple checklist options

https://kuliahdianmardi.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/ocra-1.pdf
Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:


Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Package sorting and handling, package delivery, beverage delivery, assembly work, manual handling of less than 10 pounds, production jobs with forceful exertions, stationary lifting

Is Tool Copyrighted:
Yes

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
None currently found in the literature

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Computer, stopwatch, counter, and software

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
<30 minutes
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

OSHA Screening Tool

**Purpose:**
To provide a basic screening tool that can be used to identify areas of concern for potential MSD risk factors or be used when an MSD is reported to an employer

**Developed By:**
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)

**Developed When:**
2002

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Repetition, force, contact stress, awkward posture, impact and vibration

**Body Regions Considered:**
All joints and total body

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Most jobs that may cause an MSD or have particular risk factors

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
None

**Limitations:**
Screening tool provides limited guidance on how hazardous the job is; does not consider individual factors such as age or gender

**Inputs:**
Disease history, repetition rate, lifting magnitude, posture, duration, reach, workstation height, impact tool use, vibration exposure

**Outputs:**
Low, medium, or high risk classification

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Professionals trained in ergonomics and general users

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
2 hours

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**
None currently found in the literature

**Electronic Version:**

**Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:**
None currently found in the literature
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

**Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:**
Manual material handling, bulk manufacturing, assembly line, general manufacturing, and construction

**Is Tool Copyrighted:**
No

**Instructional or Supplemental Information:**
None currently found in the literature

**Equipment Needed to Use Tool:**
Protractor

**Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:**
<30 minutes
OSHA Computer Workstation Checklist

**Purpose:**
To assess possible deficiencies in computer workstation design, fit, or layout, especially for those who use computers more than 2 hours per day

**Developed By:**

**Developed When:**
2019

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Posture, repetition, force, work/rest

**Body Regions Considered:**
All

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Jobs involving routing computer use, particularly for more than 2 hours per day

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Any jobs where computer use is not prolonged

**Limitations:**
Does not provide a quantitative assessment of risk

**Inputs:**
Posture, characteristics of workstation components (chair, keyboard/input device, work surface, lighting, telephone, headset, footrest, etc.), input device, use of mobile devices

**Outputs:**
Identifies where workstation equipment may not fit individual user and when work organization may need to be adjusted

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Practitioners, computer users

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
Self-training, <1 hour

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**
None currently found in the literature

**Electronic Version:**
https://www.osha.gov/etools/computer-workstations/checklists/evaluation
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
All where computer use is prevalent

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
https://www.osha.gov/etools/computer-workstations

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Tape measure, camera (optional)

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
Depends on observation of tasks performed, so it will be affected by task composition; likely <1 hour
**Purpose:**
To provide a valid and rapid checklist to identify potential risk factors in the workplace

**Developed By:**
Kristina Kemmlert

**Developed When:**
1995

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Repetition, duration, coupling force, lift force, push/pull force, awkward posture, and contact stress/impact

**Body Regions Considered:**
Neck, shoulders, upper back, elbows, forearms, hands, feet, knees, hips, and low back

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Manual handling, repetitive tasks, static tasks, dynamic tasks, seated and standing tasks

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Vibration-intensive jobs

**Limitations:**
Interobserver reliability not high (Kemmlert 1995); it is difficult to justify the magnitude of “risks” when the combination of several factors is presented within a job; answers limited to “yes” or “no”

**Inputs:**
Locations of body injury/pain; job characteristics including work surface, space constraints, tools, work height, posture, duration, repetition, time demands, etc.

**Outputs:**
Identifies body region(s) with highest risk

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Non-specialist users

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
<4 hours

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**

**Electronic Version:**
None available
Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Suitable for all industries

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
None

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
<1 hour

Quick Ergonomic Checklist (QEC)

Purpose:
To provide an easy-to-use and practical tool to assess physical exposures and predict risk for work-related musculoskeletal disorders

Developed By:
Peter Buckle and Guangyan Li

Developed When:
1998

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Repetitive movements, lifting force, push/pull force, awkward postures, task duration, and vibration

Body Regions Considered:
Neck, shoulders, hands, wrists, arms, back, and legs

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Manual handling, repetitive tasks, static tasks, dynamic tasks, seated and standing

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
None

Limitations:
- Only allows for looking at the “worst” task and, for each body area, when the body area is most heavily loaded
- Requires judgment when selecting tasks to assess and deciding when the body part is most heavily loaded
- Hand force and weight of objects handled are determined by the worker, who may not understand how to estimate them
- Only examines individual tasks, not cumulative effects of all activities performed
- Cannot predict injuries to individual operators
- Does not account for individual risk factors, including gender, age, or medical history

Inputs:
Posture (back, shoulder/arm/hand/wrist, neck), frequency of movement, input of worker (weight handled, task duration, force exertion, visual demands, drive a vehicle, vibration exposure, perception of pace and stress)

Outputs:
Exposure score for back, shoulder/arm, wrist/hand, and neck into one of four categories: low, moderate, high, very high

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
Professionals trained in ergonomics and general users
Minimum Amount of Training:
2 hours

Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:
http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrpdf/rr211.pdf

Electronic Version:

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication: R


Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Suitable for all industries

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:


Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Questionnaire for employee, weight scale, force gauges

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
~1 hour
Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA)

Purpose:
To develop a postural analysis system sensitive to musculoskeletal risk in a variety of jobs that is based on body segment-specific ratings within specific movement planes—using a scoring system for muscle activity including static, dynamic, rapidly changing or unstable postures—and provide a benchmark for urgency of action

Developed by:
Sue Hignett and Lynn McAtamney

Developed When:
2000

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Awkward postures, load/force, coupling, activity level

Body Regions Considered:
Trunk, neck, legs, knees, upper and lower arms, wrists

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Jobs with a range of frequencies, involving multiple body regions, standing or sitting or combination

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
None

Limitations:
Some factors (e.g., twisting, lateral bending, abduction) are weighted equally no matter to what degree they exist (e.g., 5° of twisting or 20° of twisting)

Inputs:
Postures of the neck, trunk, legs, arms, wrists, force/load, coupling, activity level

Outputs:
Risk score category: negligible risk, low risk, medium risk, high risk, very high risk

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
General users

Minimum Amount of Training:
4 hours

Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:
Interobserver reliability was found to be 62–85% for 14 users (Hignett and McAtamney, 2000).


Electronic Version:
https://ergo.human.cornell.edu/CUErgoTools/REBA%206.xls

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Suitable for all industries

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
None found in the literature

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Worksheet, protractor, and scale

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
~1 hr
Rapid Office Strain Assessment (ROSA)

**Purpose:**
To quantify the exposure to ergonomic risk factors in an office environment using a picture-based scoring checklist that evaluates worker posture and duration of chair, monitor, mouse, keyboard, and telephone use.

**Developed by:**
Michael Sonne, MhK, CK.

**Developed When:**
2012

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Posture, duration

**Body Regions Considered:**
Back, knees, legs, feet, shoulders, elbows, arms, neck

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Office jobs involving routine computer use

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Any office job not involving routine computer use

**Limitations:**
Does not provide suggestions of how to correct work posture if identified as risky

**Inputs:**
Body postures and work techniques while sitting in chair, adjustability of chair, and duration of chair use. Body postures and work techniques while using monitor, telephone, mouse and keyboard, availability of peripherals and duration of use.

**Outputs:**
Score for each area (e.g., chair, keyboard, etc.) is combined using a table to determine an overall ROSA score. ROSA scores range from 1-10, with scores ≤ 5 deemed “further assessment not immediately required,” and scores >5 deemed “high risk” and “further assessment required as soon as possible.”

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Practitioners, computer users

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
Self-training, <1 hour

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**
Electronic Version:

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:


Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
All where computer use is prevalent

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Worksheet, tape measure and goniometer to verify distances/angles

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
Depends on observation of tasks performed, so it will be affected by task composition; likely <1 hour
Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA)

Purpose:
To investigate the exposure to risk factors for upper limb disorders and provide a method of screening the work population quickly so that the results can go into a wider, more versatile ergonomic assessment while eliminating the need for assessment equipment

Developed by:
Lynn McAtamney, E. Nigel Corlett

Developed When:
1992

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Repetition, awkward/static postures, force, time worked without break

Body Regions Considered:
Upper arms, lower arms, wrists, trunk, neck, and legs

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Jobs with a range of frequencies, involving multiple body regions, standing or sitting or combination

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
None

Limitations:
Some factors (e.g., twisting, lateral bending, abduction) are weighted equally no matter to what degree they exist (e.g., 5° of twisting or 20° of twisting)

Inputs:
Arm, wrist, neck, trunk and leg positions, force/load, activity

Outputs:
Level of MSD Risk: negligible risk, low risk, medium risk, high risk

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
General users

Minimum Amount of Training:
1–2 hours

Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:

Electronic Version:
http://ergo.human.cornell.edu/Pub/AHquest/CURULA.pdf
http://www.rula.co.uk/
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Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Suitable for all industries

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
None found in the literature

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Worksheet, protractor, scale

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
<1 hour
Rodgers Muscle Fatigue Assessment

Purpose:
To provide a method of evaluating the physiological demands of a task against published criteria of acceptable levels of oxygen consumption for whole body or upper body work

Developed by:
Suzanne Rodgers

Developed When:
1978–1992

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Fatigue

Body Regions Considered:
Neck, shoulders, hands, wrists, arms, back, legs, elbows, and knees

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Jobs that require high frequency and duration and have awkward postures

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
Non-fatiguing job analysis and seated jobs

Limitations:
Any task evaluated is limited to 30 seconds of continuous effort and 15 minutes of effort frequency. After this point, the job is considered very high priority. No numerical value is assigned after this point.

Inputs:
Body region (neck, shoulders, back, arms/elbows, wrists/hands/fingers, legs/knees, ankles/feet/toes) postures, effort, activity, duration, frequency

Outputs:
Overall priority by body region (low, moderate, high, very high)

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
Professional users

Minimum Amount of Training:
8 hours

Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:
None currently found in the literature

Electronic Version:
Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
General manufacturing, construction, and healthcare

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
None

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
None

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
1–2 hours
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

Revised Strain Index

**Purpose:**
To provide a relatively simple risk assessment method designed to evaluate a job's level of risk for developing a disorder of the distal upper extremities

**Developed By:**
(Revised) Arun Garg, J. Steven Moore, Jay M. Kapellusch
(Original) J. Steven Moore and Arun Garg

**Developed When:**
(Revised) 2016
(Original) 1995

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Exertion intensity, frequency, duration, upper extremity posture, repetition

**Body Regions Considered:**
Hands, wrists

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Hand-intensive repetitive tasks

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Static tasks and awkward posture tasks

**Limitations:**
Does not account for contact stress, cold temperatures, hand-arm vibration, or recovery time between exertions. Only looks at MSD risk for the upper extremity, particularly hands/wrist. User must estimate intensity of exertions, postures, and speed of work.

**Inputs:**
Intensity of exertion (Borg Scale rating), efforts per minute, duration per exertion, hand/wrist posture, duration of task per day

**Outputs:**
Strain Index (SI) value and determination of whether job is probably safe (SI ≤ 10) or probably hazardous (SI > 10) for both left and right hands

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Professionals trained in ergonomics and general users

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
2–4 hours

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**
Electronic Version:

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:


Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
Small parts assembly, inspecting, meatpacking, sewing, packaging, keyboarding, data processing, and highly repetitive hand motion jobs

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Stopwatch

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
~1 hour
The Shoulder Tool

**Purpose:**
To assess the risk of shoulder outcomes due to shoulder-intensive tasks. Tool is designed to assess “daily dose” of exposure to the shoulder for mono- and multiple-task jobs. Tool will help identify tasks that are driving the risk of injury to the shoulder.

**Developed By:**
Dania Bani Hani, Rong Huangfu, Rich Sesek, Mark Schall, Jr., Jerry Davis, and Sean Gallagher

**Developed When:**
2019

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Load moment about the shoulder, repetition

**Body Regions Considered:**
Shoulder

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Tasks involving handling objects or other forceful exertions that place stress on the shoulder

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Does not address prolonged static overhead exertions

**Limitations:**
Does not account for risks associated with personal characteristics (age, gender, anthropometry)

**Inputs:**
Type of exertion (handling loads, pushing/pulling, pull or push downward), force or load, maximum load lever arm, and repetition for each task assessed

**Outputs:**
Cumulative damage, probability of shoulder outcome, proportion of total damage resulting from each task

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Practitioners, researchers

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
<1 hour

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation:**

Electronic Version:
Web-based version available at http://theshouldertool.pythonanywhere.com

Excel versions (English and Spanish) that permit saving of analyses on spreadsheets available at:

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:
Bani Hani et al. (2020)

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
All industries

Is Tool Copyrighted:
Yes

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
Information on tool use is provided on the web-based version’s website and included in the Excel versions as well.

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
Measuring tape, force gauge (for some tasks)

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
Time depends on number of shoulder-intensive tasks performed by worker. Each task should take only a couple of minutes to perform.
Utah Back Compressive Force

Purpose:
To provide a screening tool that can be used to get an early insight to the compressive forces placed on the back when performing manual material handling (MMH) tasks. Tool should be used to identify potential areas of concern.

Developed By:
Donald S. Bloswick

Developed When:
2000

Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:
Load, posture, frequency, duration and static positions

Body Regions Considered:
Upper and lower back

Type of Jobs Appropriate For:
Manual material handling tasks

Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:
Non-lifting job, high-risk postural jobs may present false positive

Limitations:
Very primitive and general in terms of usable data for change

Inputs:
Horizontal reach distance, back posture, worker body weight, load weight

Outputs:
Estimated back compressive force

Who Is the Tool Designed For:
General users

Minimum Amount of Training:
2 hours

Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:

Electronic Version:
None
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Andrew-Merryweather/publication/40785995_A-
revised_back_compressive_force_estimation_model_for_ergonomic_evaluation_of_lifting_tasks/
links/0fcfd510a8c7e5b1c2000000/A-revised-back-compressive-force-estimation-model-for-
ergonomic-evaluation-of-lifting-tasks.pdf

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
None currently identified

Is Tool Copyrighted:
Yes

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
https://health.usf.edu/publichealth/tbernard/~/media/D7F7CFCBC5EF43EBB9A23E592BC84411.ashx

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
None

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
1 hour
**Washington State (WISHA) Caution Zone**

**Purpose:**
To control exposure to MSD hazards in workplace by using a screening tool for typical work activities to find jobs that have a sufficient degree of risk

**Developed By:**
Washington State's Department of Labor and Industries

**Developed When:**
2000

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Repetitive movements, lifting force, push/pull force, grip force, awkward postures, task duration, and vibration

**Body Regions Considered:**
Neck, shoulders, hands, wrists, arms, back, and legs

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Most tasks

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Non-labor intensive jobs

**Limitations:**
The checklist is general in nature. Best used as a preliminary measurement to assess a hazardous job. Must be followed-up with a finite risk analysis.

**Inputs:**
Work posture (hands, elbows, neck, back, lower extremities), hand force, repetition, lifted object weight, vibration, frequency

**Outputs:**
Count of areas of concern

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Professionals trained in ergonomics and general users

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
1–2 hours

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**

Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

**Electronic Version:**

**Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:**

**Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:**
General manufacturing, construction, and healthcare

**Is Tool Copyrighted:**
No

**Instructional or Supplemental Information:**
None found

**Equipment Needed to Use Tool:**
Tape measure and stopwatch

**Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:**
15–30 minutes
Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

Washington State (WISHA) Hazard Zone

**Purpose:**
To provide a regulatory effort for performing further risk assessment on jobs that have been identified as caution zone jobs. The checklist criteria are at levels that most workers would be at a high risk of developing a work-related MSD if exposed on a regular basis.

**Developed By:**
Washington State's Department of Labor and Industries

**Developed When:**
2000

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Repetitive movements, lifting force, push/pull force, grip force, awkward postures, task duration, and vibration

**Body Regions Considered:**
Neck, shoulders, hands, wrists, arms, back, and legs

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Most tasks

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Non-labor intensive jobs

**Limitations:**
Some of the criteria on the hazard zone checklist were increased above levels suggested in the research literature due to practical limitations

**Inputs:**
Hands, elbows, neck, back, knees, pinch/grip force, repetition, keying, impact, duration

**Outputs:**
Count of areas of concern

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Professionals trained in ergonomics and general users

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
1–2 hours

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**

Ergonomic Assessment Toolkit

**Electronic Version:**

**Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:**

**Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:**
General manufacturing, construction, and healthcare

**Is Tool Copyrighted:**
No

**Instructional or Supplemental Information:**
None found

**Equipment Needed to Use Tool:**
None

**Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:**
15–30 minutes
**Washington State (WISHA) Lifting Calculator**

**Purpose:**
To perform a quick analysis of a lifting job in order to determine the need for more detailed analyses

**Developed By:**
Washington State's Department of Labor and Industries

**Developed When:**
Not known

**Musculoskeletal Disorder Risk Factors Considered:**
Lifting force, repetitive movements, most awkward lifting and lowering position

**Body Regions Considered:**
Low back

**Type of Jobs Appropriate For:**
Manual material handling

**Type of Jobs Not Appropriate For:**
Any non-lifting job

**Limitations:**
Not concerned with the compression forces at any region within the body; sole purpose is to predict if the weight lifted is less than the limit set

**Inputs:**
Weight being lifted, frequency of lift, duration of lifting task, region in which lift is being performed, amount of twisting

**Outputs:**
Calculated weight limit

**Who Is the Tool Designed For:**
Professionals trained in ergonomics and general users

**Minimum Amount of Training:**
1–2 hours

**Studies That Provide Evidence of Validation of the Tool:**
None currently found in the literature

**Electronic Version:**
[https://lni.wa.gov/safety-health/_docs/HazardZoneChecklist.pdf](https://lni.wa.gov/safety-health/_docs/HazardZoneChecklist.pdf) (scroll to page 4)


[https://health.usf.edu/publichealth/eoh/tbernard/~/media/5A20135771B24806B38A4558E445502E.ashx](https://health.usf.edu/publichealth/eoh/tbernard/~/media/5A20135771B24806B38A4558E445502E.ashx)
Reference of Peer-Reviewed Publication:

Industries and Jobs Where Tool Has Been Applied:
General manufacturing, construction, and healthcare

Is Tool Copyrighted:
No

Instructional or Supplemental Information:
None currently found in the literature

Equipment Needed to Use Tool:
None

Time Required to Analyze a Typical Job:
15–30 minutes
The Need for Advanced Ergonomic Assessment Tools

Screening questionnaires and quantitative assessments are useful for identifying ergonomic risk factors and problem areas, but sometimes they are not enough to identify the root cause of the issue. If the issue cannot be identified with the tools provided in this document, a more advanced assessment will need to be conducted. With these assessments comes a greater need for advanced ergonomics knowledge and sometimes advanced and expensive equipment or software. An appropriate person to contact in this scenario would be a trained ergonomist, preferably one who is a CPE (Certified Professional Ergonomist, www.bcpe.org). The following are just some examples of these advanced assessment tools and techniques. The provided details are not meant to be endorsements of a particular brand or product, only examples in that category.

BIOMECHANICAL MODELING SOFTWARE

3D SSPP (3D Static Strength Prediction Program)
Windows-based only

Cost: Single User License—Industrial use, one-time fee = $2,500 (USD) (perpetual license)
Academic License—Unlimited use for research and teaching, one-time fee = $2,000 (USD) (perpetual license)

The 3D Static Strength Prediction Program™ (3D SSPP) software, managed by VelocityEHS® (https://www.ehs.com/solutions/ergonomics/3d-sspp/), allows users to predict static strength requirements for common manual tasks and make rapid, simple improvements to ergonomic conditions that improve the safety, productivity, and quality of life of employees. The program provides an approximate job simulation that includes posture data, force parameters and male/female anthropometry.

The 3D SSPP software is based on 50+ years of research by University of Michigan’s Center for Ergonomics. It predicts the level of exertion required for common tasks in the workspace design phase, allowing users to incorporate that data into process and comply with National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) guidelines. Output consists of ten reports that include predicted low-back compression forces and the percentage of the population that have the strength to perform a prescribed job. Users can analyze torso twists and bends and make complex hand force entries.

OpenSim
Windows, MacOS, and Linux; Cost: free

Housed by the National Center for Simulation in Rehabilitation Research (NCSRR), OpenSim is a freely available, user extensible software system that lets users develop models of musculoskeletal structures and create dynamic simulations of movement. Registration and a software download is required (https://opensim.stanford.edu/join/index.html). More than 1,500 projects are housed in the OpenSim community (www.simtk.org).
**Biomechanics of Bodies (BoB) Software**

Windows or MacOS; Cost: $2,400–$3,500 (USD) depending on license type/duration

BoB is a family of biomechanical modeling software packages developed in the MATLAB environment. It combines a human musculoskeletal model with an easy-to-use, intuitive interface and powerful analysis functionality, resulting in quantitative, objective information.

**ADVANCED MOVEMENT ANALYSIS**

**Industrial Lumbar Motion Monitor™ (iLMM™)**

Approximate Cost: NA

The iLMM™ is a wireless device worn on the body of the user to quantitatively measure the position, velocity, and acceleration in the sagittal, lateral, and twist planes of motion during manual material handling tasks. These data, along with some task parameters such as load magnitude, task frequency, and duration, are fed into an LBD (low back disorder) risk model to identify which elements of a job led to an increase in LBD risk and thus which elements need to be changed. The LMM allows you to compare the task to a normative database of common variables associated with jobs that have a high incidence of low back disorders.

**Biometrics Ltd Electrogoniometers and Torsiometers**

Base Unit plus Management software approximate cost: $5,500 (USD)

Goniometers + Cable approximate cost: $1,000 (USD) each

Analysis software approximate cost: $2,750 (USD)

Electrogoniometers and torsiometers allow for continuous quantitative evaluation of a joint. Depending on the sophistication of the sensor, a single plane or multiple planes of motion can be assessed. Regions that can be assessed include the back, hip, knee, ankle, toes, neck, elbow, forearm, wrist, and finger DIP/PIP/MCP. Collected data can be processed to determine what percentage of time a joint is in a known risky posture and/or the maximum range of motion. Goniometers and torsiometers are particularly useful when movements are rapid and span a large range of motion.
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Motion Capture Systems
(Motion Analysis Corp., OptiTrack, Qualisys, Vicon, Xsens, etc.)

System Cost: Variable

When it is not feasible to collect data in the field, or when one desires to test potential ergonomic interventions prior to implementation, evaluation through simulation may be the best option. One way to perform this type of evaluation is to use motion capture. This is when a series of cameras are used to track markers placed on locations of interest on the individual’s body (e.g., joints and segments) and on the objects with which they interact while they perform various tasks. Posture and motion characteristics can be tracked and analyzed between scenarios and compared to known risk levels. Other components such as force plates, pressure sensors, and EMG can usually be integrated with motion capture systems. The drawback to motion capture is that most systems are lab based, equipment is very costly, and the systems require highly trained individuals to operate and analyze the data.

Markerless Motion Capture Systems
Theia, Simi Shape, Captury, Kinetisense, Dartfish, etc.

Cost: Variable

Markerless motion capture systems use a variety of techniques to analyze human movement. These systems are usually significantly less expensive than their markered counterparts and offer greater flexibility in terms of performing analysis out in the field (e.g., they’re not restricted to a lab). However, there can be some trade-off in accuracy and precision compared to the markered systems. Some systems allow for integration of other components such as force plates, pressure sensors, and EMG.

VIBRATION

Casella, Adash, Grainger, etc.

Cost: Variable

Hand-arm vibration is present in vibrating hand tools and can potentially lead to hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS). Workers who sit on vehicles or stand on vibrating floors are exposed to whole body vibration. Both should be measured by trained individuals using vibration meters in accordance with standards set forth by ISO and ANSI, as well as other agencies depending on geographic location.
**MUSCLE ACTIVITY**

**EMG (Electromyography)**
Biopac, Biometrics, Delsys, Noraxon, etc.

Cost: Variable

Surface EMG measures the amount of electrical activity, or muscle activation, produced during a movement. The data can be used standalone but are more often utilized as inputs into biomechanical models as a means of assessing the risk of a task. Units can be wired or wireless, allowing for usage in a wide range of settings.

**WEARABLE SENSORS**

This category of assessment tools encompasses several different types of instrumentation. One of the most commonly used tools in ergonomic assessment is inertial measurement units (IMUs), which include accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers, etc. Wearables are noninvasive and worn directly on the body. IMUs can be used to determine position, orientation, velocity, and acceleration of the body or specific body parts. The sensors can be attached to the body using different methods, including elastic bands worn around extremities, attached to a garment via Velcro, or worn directly on the skin via double-sided tape. Wearables are wireless, which allows for unconstrained data collection in a variety of settings. Data are transmitted to external units for analysis via Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, or other methodologies, where the data are then post processed.
Ergonomics Resources for Specialized Scenarios

Agriculture

Baggage Handling

Construction

Foundries

Healthcare

Laboratory
- https://ehs.unc.edu/topics/ergonomics/laboratory-ergonomics/

Mining
- https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/mining/works/coversheet1906.html

Poultry Processing

Shipyards
- https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/ergonomics/ergship/default.html
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To reduce the occurrence of work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs), practitioners need to be able to effectively assess the risk in jobs and tasks.